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The beauty pageant typically rewards females for a public expression of gender and sexuality, and for this reason it must always be understood as a performance. Rooted in the ritualistic presentation of girls to society, the pageant has appeared in a variety of modes and milieus throughout its history. Given its particular cultural function, it is no surprise that the form has consistently divided opinion. Heightened competitiveness has split critics into those who champion its celebration of embodied femininity and those who denounce its objectification of women. Viewed suspiciously from this latter perspective, there is little room for originality, individuality, or any kind of subjective agency where participants must ultimately operate as local, national, and global currencies of exchange.
In recent years the increasingly mediatized pageant has courted international controversy. While the two most famous competitions, Miss World and Miss Universe, have continued seemingly to automatize their entrants into fantasy sex objects who love children and want to save the world, the murder of child beauty queen JonBenét Ramsey in 1996 confirmed widespread fears that pageants dangerously promote the sexualization of young girls. Ever since 2002, however, when riots broke out at Miss World in Nigeria following a newspaper's suggestion that the Prophet Muhammad, were he still alive, would likely take a contestant as his wife, the political dimension to these performances could no longer be ignored.
2 Beauty pageants have since emerged as highly contentious cultural phenomena where social norms are pro-duced, challenged, and reified -events through which lives are lived and lost.
It should come as no surprise to those familiar with postcolonial patterns of representation that public figurations of women might be especially divisive. In the context of Irish culture, the category 'woman' has long constituted a charged locus of political struggle. Less familiar, perhaps, is the unwritten account of how the ever-mutative Cathleen Ni Houlihan became an actual beauty queen. This article considers this symbolic shift by assessing the role played by popular pageants such as The Rose of Tralee, The Calor Housewife of the Year, and Miss Ireland in the contestation, reification, and commodification of these standards at local, global, and diasporic levels. In particular, it analyzes how these pageants have participated in the production of what I refer to as 'homelysexuality': a domesticated, marketable, and commercially profitable sexual accent, paradoxically devoid of eroticism, but integral to the brand concept 'Irishness.' In contrast to these establishment events, this chapter considers how the emergence of queer pageants, such as The Alternative Miss Ireland and Mr Gay Ireland, work to debilitate heteronormative constructions of femininity and masculinity by subverting, disidentifying with, and pornographically imploding idealized prescriptions of gender and sexuality in a manner that challenges traditionally appropriated versions of Irish identity, including the representational schema through which those identities are produced and regulated.
Sexuality and the public domain
While concerns over embodied sexuality are not exclusive to Irish culture, the uniquely powerful presence of nationalism and Catholicism throughout the twentieth century heightened tensions surrounding public expressions of gender and sexuality, giving rise to what Cheryl Herr has referred to as the stilled, desomatized 'erotics of Irishness.' 3 While Irish manhood may have been cursed by impotency within a colonial imaginary, Irish womanhood was shaped by restrictive norms measured against the Virgin Mary, Mother Ireland, and Eamon de Valera's fantasy of happy maidens. 4 Within this climate of libidinal redirection, sexuality was inadvertently deemed to be a highly political affair. But even as these sublimated drives mobilized local and national affairs, sexuality's uninhibited bodily celebration was largely considered to be in breach of the social, political, and moral conventions that -ever since W. B. Yeats's heroic hallucinations -presumed the Irish to be a prized race of exceptionally high values.
